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• 2D Fractional Tis
   – SU(2) quantum Hall effect
   – Fractional quasiparticles by spin-orbit coupling

• Proposal for solid-state realizations
   – TI band-insulator quantum well in a heterostructure
   – Interactions induced by proximity effect
   – Motivation: use available materials & technologies

• Proposal for a new theory of fractional TIs
   – Landau-Ginsburg + topological term
   – Conventional orders & generalization of Chern-Simons
   – Motivation: solid-state TIs go beyond Chern-Simons

Overview
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SU(2) quantum Hall effect
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• TI quantum well:  Bi
2
Se

3
, Bi

2
Te

3
   

   – Static spin-orbit SU(2) gauge field with “magnetic” flux

– Cyclotron:

– Flux density:

D. Hsieh, et.al, PRL 103, 146401 (2009)

Y. Zhang, et.al, Nature Phys. 6, 584 (2010) 



  

• Perturb a QCP by the spin-orbit effect
   – New phases emerge due to relevant scales
   – QCP by Cooper pair or exciton localization

• Cooper pair device
   – TI quantum well (say Bi2Se3)

   – Pairing by proximity to a superconductor
   – QCP tuned by gate voltage, SC's Tc

• Exciton device
   – TI quantum well in a capacitor
   – Biased capacitor creates an exciton gas
   – QCP tuned by capacitor bias

Fractional TIs in heterostructures
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P.N, T.Duric, arXiv:1109.0017



  

“Helical” vortex lattice & liquid
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• Inter-orbital spin-triplet Cooper pairs feel spin-orbit coupling

• SU(2) quantum vortex lattice melting ⇒ fractional TI



  

Theory of fractional TIs
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• Landau-Ginzburg theory
   – Dual Lagrangian of vortices (spin-S spinors)

• Topological term (inactive in conventional phases)
      • equation of motion ⇒ “drift currents” in U(1)xSU(2) E&M field
      • density-dependent exchange statistics

P.N, arXiv:1108.5388



  

Fractionalization
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• Fractionalization from charge and dual-flux quantization
   – Incompressible states: fixed “densities” 
   – Ground states specified by

   – Charge

   – Spin

• Drift currents (constrained by symmetries)



  

Solid-state TIs
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• Solid-state TIs … no CS representation
   – New topological orders?

                                                             ⇒  Landau levels, CS theory

                                                     ⇒  Dirac spectrum
                                                                    Sz not conserved

• Chern-Simons (CS) theory
   – Commuting              and incompressible quantized densities
   – Abelian hierarchical CS … 
   – Non-Abelian CS ...



  

Conclusions
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• Fractional TIs in heterostructures

   – Spin-orbit coupling perturbes a gate-tuned QCP

   – Helical mode of inter-orbital triplet pairs wins

   – SU(2) vortex lattice melting ⇒ fractional TI

   – Spin non-conservation: RG-irrelevant at QCP

• Topological field theory

   – Landau-Ginzburg ⇒ conventional phases

   – Topological term ⇒ topological orders, CS theory is a special case

   – U(1)xSU(2)x... electromagnetism, any representation

   – Classification of topological orders? Phase diagram from dynamics?

arXiv:1108.5388
arXiv:1109.0017

updates soon



  

Charge and Spin Fractionalization
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• Electrons S=1/2
   –

   –

• Cooper pairs S=1
   – η0  not spin-orbit coupled

   – η±  have “quantized” Hall conduct.

• TIs in magnetic fields 



  

• Short-range attraction in a non-relativistic 2D band-insulator
   – A two-particle bound state always exists

   – Below the two-particle continuum?  ⇒  Coherent bosonic modes

• Localization QCP: condensate ↔ bosonic Mott insulator
   – mean-field or XY transition (fermions are gapped)

The Nature of QCP
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P.N, PRB 83, 064523 (2011)

P.N. & Z.Tesanovic,
PRB 83, 064501 (2011)


